Introduction
Many important scientific and engineering applications involve complex interactions between strong shock and turbulent flow. Very high rates of compression and expansion waves are observed in a number of astrophysical applications as well as explosive phenomena such as volcanic eruptions, detonations, shock wave lithotripsy to break up kidney stones, supernova explosion, as well as the implosion of a cryogenic fuel capsule for inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The underlying physics in strong shock and turbulence interaction is essential for better understanding of such applications. Unfortunately, these processes are strongly nonlinear and proven to be very complex to understand with existing tools. In addition, gas temperature increases dramatically behind strong shocks so that real gas effects become important, which includes internal energy excitations, translation-vibration energy relaxation, and chemical reactions among different species.
rotational energy modes are fully excited whereas the excitation of vibration energy mode and chemical reaction are negligible. At temperatures around 800-2000K, vibration energy mode takes an important role in sharing the total energy with the translational and rotational modes. Near the lower temperature limit of this regime, translation-vibration energy relaxation between harmonic oscillator molecules dominates because most of the molecules are near the ground vibrational state. Although the vibrational oscillation becomes inharmonic as the temperature approaches the dissociation level, results within the harmonic oscillator approximation are known to be sufficiently accurate for most practical purposes [1] . For temperatures above 2000-2500K, vibration energy mode is fully excited and O2 starts dissociating. Around 4000K, O2 is completely dissociated and N2 starts dissociating. When the temperature reaches 9000k, most of the N2 is dissociated. Coincidentally, this is the temperature at which both dissociated N and O atoms start ionized [2] .
1 Motivation
A schematic of strong shock and turbulence interaction problem is shown in Fig. 1 . In such flows, the coupling between the shock wave and turbulent flow is very strong. Complex linear and nonlinear mechanisms are involved which alter the dynamics of the shock motion and can cause considerable changes in the structure of turbulence and its statistical properties. [3] .
Numerical simulations for such problems have been very limited due to requirements of large computational resources as well as the shortcomings of current numerical methods.
The solution of such complex problems warrants very high-order numerical methods. However, popular shock-capturing schemes are not very accurate in this regard as they inherently use numerical dissipation in the whole computational domain. Moreover, spurious numerical oscillations have also been observed when solving strong shock and turbulence interaction problems with shock-capturing schemes [4] . In the past years, interest in various types of vehicles in hypersonic flow regime produced numerous structured grid based nonequilibrium flow solvers. According to recent publications, Laura, DPLR, and US3D are the most frequently referenced and are intensively validated against each other [5] . These codes are efficient in solving nonequilibrium flows. However, they are generally second-and third-order solvers, which may not be good enough for accurate simulation of shock and turbulence interactions. To avoid such problems, we propose a unique approach of using a high-order shock-fitting and shockcapturing method. The main shock is treated by the shock-fitting method as a sharp boundary of the computational domain. The weak or secondary shocks behind the main shock induced by interactions of the main shock and turbulence are captured by highorder shock-capturing methods. The shock dynamics is governed by a combination of shock jump conditions and a comparability relation from the flow behind main shock. In this way, the interaction of the main shock with freestream turbulence is computed accurately. Compared to shock-capturing methods, the main advantage of the shockfitting method is uniform high-order accuracy for flow containing shock waves and no spurious oscillations [6] . On the contrary, most of the popular shock-capturing methods are only first-order accurate at the shock and may incur spurious numerical oscillations near the shock.
Background
Theoretical studies in the field of shock and turbulence interaction have been attempted mostly through linear interaction analysis (LIA) where small perturbations in flow are considered. Kovasznay [7] showed that for weak fluctuations of density, pressure, and entropy, the turbulent fluctuations about mean uniform flow can be decomposed into the vorticity, acoustic, and entropy modes. It was shown that at first-order approximation, each of these modes evolves independently in the inviscid limit. Modifications of random small fluctuations of pressure, entropy and vorticity after passing through shock or flame were studied by Moore [8] and Kerrebrock [9] . It was found that all modes of disturbances are generated in the downstream flow if any of the modes is presented in the upstream flow. More recent theoretical studies of shock and turbulence interaction were carried out by Goldstein [10] , Lee et al. [11, 12] , Mahesh et al. [13, 14] and Fabre et al. [15] . It was found in these studies that root mean square values of the fluctuating pressure, temperature and density as well as different components of the turbulent kinetic energy are amplified across the shocks.
Since theoretical studies are valid only for very small perturbations, various attempts had been made towards DNS of shock and turbulence interactions since the early 80s. Initial efforts in this area were focused on the interaction of shock with simple disturbance waves. In 1981, Pao and Salas [16] fitted the shock at inflow boundary and solved Euler equation with finite difference discretization to study a shock/vortex interaction. Shock fitting computations with pseudo-spectral (Zang et. al [17] ) and spectral techniques (Hussaini et al [18, 19] ) were later used to treat the problems in which a single vortex, a vortex sheet, an entropy spot or acoustic wave interacts with the shock. The results obtained from these numerical efforts confirmed the linear theory in the regime of weak shocks. With the advent of essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) and related schemes, a number of shock capturing schemes for compressible flows have been tested for interaction of shock with small disturbances. Although limited to low Mach numbers, these studies mostly confirm the LIA results [19] [20] [21] . For studies of a fully turbulent field interacting with shocks, DNS methods and large eddy simulations (LES) have been used. However these different types of methods give different results when interaction with shock is considered [22] . Most of the recent DNS studies have been on various aspects of interaction of a normal shock with freestream turbulence for relatively weak shock at small Mach numbers. For example, Mahesh et al. [13, 14] did extensive DNS studies of the interaction of a normal shock with an isotropic turbulence. The mean shock Mach numbers were in the range of 1.29 to 1.8. They found that the upstream correlation between the vorticity and entropy fluctuations has strong influence on the evolution of the turbulence across the shock. Lee et al. [12] investigated the effect of Mach numbers on isotropic turbulence interacting with a shock wave. The range of Mach numbers was from 1.5 to 3.0. A shock-capturing scheme was developed to accurately simulate the unsteady interaction of turbulence with shock waves. It was found that turbulence kinetic energy is amplified across the shock wave, and this amplification tends to saturate beyond Mach 3. Hannapel et al. [23] computed shock and turbulence interaction of a Mach 2 shock with a third-order shock-capturing scheme based on the essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) algorithm. Jamme et al. [24] carried out a DNS study of the interaction between normal shock waves of moderate strength (Mach 1.2 and Mach 1.5) and isotropic turbulence. Adams and Shariff [25, 26] proposed a class of upwindbiased finite-difference schemes with a compact stencil for shock and turbulence interaction simulation. They used the non-conservative upwind scheme in smooth region while a shock-capturing ENO scheme was turned on around discontinuities. This idea of hybrid formulation was improved by Pirozzoli [27] who used similar hybrid formulation for a compact weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme with conservative formulation for simulation of shock and turbulence interaction. Ducros et al. [28] conducted LES studies on shock and turbulence interaction by using a second-order finite volume scheme. The method was then used to simulate the interaction of a Mach 1.2 shock with homogeneous turbulence.
According to the brief review, DNS results are currently available for Re [29] . The highest Reynolds number of flow that can be resolved using DNS is bounded by the available computational resources. It was estimated that for DNS of shock and turbulence interaction with Re 100 λ ≈ around 9 19 10 × grid points were needed [30] . Prohibitively large computational resources are needed for better understanding of realistic flow situations and inadequate computational resources have been one of the main limitations in past studies. It is also noticed that flows with stronger than Mach 3 shocks have not been considered in the past for shock and turbulence interaction problems. Most of the works in the past used shock-capturing schemes. One of the main issues with shock-capturing schemes is the spurious numerical oscillations created around the shock and the loss of accuracy with dissipation needed to suppress these oscillations especially when strong shocks are encountered [4, 31, 32] . Moreover in shock-capturing schemes the shock spreads over a few grid points. With strong shocks, the thickness of the shock front decreases requiring more resolution for shock-capturing schemes. Thus, lack of adequate computational resources as well as constraints due to choice of algorithms has been another limitation in past studies.
Recently, Rawat and Zhong [3, 33] conducted a series of DNS studies on strong shock and turbulence interactions, with the main focus on high shock Mach number cases. The range of shock Mach number is 2 20 M = − . Their results agreed well with those from linear theory and other numerical efforts for weaker than Mach 8 shocks. However, as they increased the shock strengths to the values beyond those considered in the past, new trends were observed. Specifically, it was found that the mean value of streamwise velocity in turbulent postshock flow is larger than corresponding laminar values whereas the mean value of pressure in turbulent postshock flow is smaller than corresponding laminar values (Fig. 2) . The difference between turbulent and laminar postshock values decreases as shock strength is increased. Figure 3 shows the amplification in streamwise velocity fluctuations for cases with different shock Mach number. It was observed to decrease for weaker than Mach 8 shocks, which is in accordance with the linear theory results. This trend, however, reverses for stronger shocks. Same trends were observed for turbulent kinetic energy. Their calculations also showed that, contrary to the previous findings for weaker shocks, increasing shock strength does not simply increase the streamwise vorticity fluctuations. In fact, beyond a certain Mach number, amplification in streamwise vorticity fluctuations decreases and the flow's return to isotropy is delayed (Fig. 4) . [33] The above results are quite exciting. Basically, for very strong shock, new trends of turbulence statistics appear which is never observed in previous researches for weak shocks. But for very strong shocks, it is expected that the real gas effects become quite important, which have not been taken into account in Rawat and Zhong's work.
Objectives
A study of the literature in the field of shock interactions with turbulence shows that these complex configurations are part of a number of important applications but the current scientific understanding of strong shock turbulence interactions in complex configurations and the ability to reliably predict these strongly nonlinear flows remains limited. We want to carry out DNS studies on large scale computations of strong shock and turbulence interactions, including the real gas effects. The overall objective of this effort is to validate our new 3-D high-order shock-fitting code for nonequilibrium flow simulations and conduct DNS studies on strong shock and turbulence interactions. DNS results will be used to produce a set of highly resolved databases which will be used to develop turbulence models for engineering applications.
The current shock-fitting code is implemented based on a two-temperature model. It is assumed that translational and rotational energy modes are in equilibrium at the translational temperature whereas vibration energy and electronic energy are in equilibrium at the vibration temperature. The flow solver uses the fifth-order shockfitting method of Zhong [34] with local Lax-Friedrichs flux splitting. The main shock is treated as a sharp boundary of the computational domain. The rest of weak or secondary shocks induced by interactions of the main shock and freestream turbulence are captured by shock-capturing methods. In this paper, a high-order shock-fitting non-equilibrium flow solver based on 5-species air chemistry and recently thermo-chemical models are implemented and tested where the ionizations of N and O are currently not considered. The test of the 11-species air chemistry is ongoing. The solver is being applied to simulate a shock and turbulence interaction problem with shock Mach number being 20.
Governing equations and numerical methods

Governing equation
For nonequilibrium and chemically reactive flows, the governing equations for 5-species air are Navier-Stokes equation with source terms (no radiation). Specifically, they consist of the flowing equations.
, ,
where, R is the universal gas constant.
The corresponding matrix form of governing equations is as follows,
Where F stands for inviscid flux, G stands for viscous flux, S stands for source terms.
( )
The corresponding inviscid and viscous fluxes are 
Source term is as follows, 
In above equations, sj sj j v u u = − is diffusion velocity of species s.
Coordinate transform
The flow solver uses structured grids. Therefore, the following grid transform is applied.
( , , , ) ( , , , )
Jacobian of the transform, 0 0 0 1
With the transform relation, the governing equations in ( , , , ξ η ζ τ ) coordinate system are written as
Where
Numerical method
The governing equations are solved by the fifth-order shock-fitting method of Zhong [34] . For the thermally non-equilibrium and chemically reacting system (5) in the direction, ( )
, the corresponding inviscid flux term is
Hence the Jacobian of flux is defined as, 
The eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix (10) are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10
where subscript "s" refers to row s and species s, whereas subscript "r" refers to column r and species r. Both s and r vary from 1 to 5 in the present model. The unit vector n is defined from vector k as 1 2 3 ( , , ) n ( , , ) k The main computational method we will use for this study is a fifth-order shock fitting code [34] . The flow variables behind the shock are determined by Rankine-Hugoniot relations across the main shock and a characteristic compatibility relation from behind the shock. With the assumptions of "frozen" flow (on chemical reactions and energy relaxations when flow passes through the shock), the species mass fractions and vibration temperature keep constant on the two sides of the shock where translation temperature jumps across the shock. In this way, shock jumps conditions for total density, momentum and total energy are the same as those for perfect gas. In addition, the compatibility relation relating to the maximum eigenvalue in wall normal direction is used.
In shock-fitting method, the velocity and location of the shock are solved as part of the solutions. In the interior, compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved in fully conservative form. Discretization of governing equation is carried out using fifth-order finite difference schemes for spatial terms and explicit Runge-Kutta (generally RK-3) schemes. For sufficiently smooth flow behind the shock, we mostly use fifth-order upwind scheme of Zhong [34] for discretization of spatial terms. However, for shock and turbulence interaction problems, sufficiently high turbulence intensities might produce secondary shocks behind the main shock. To handle such cases, shock-capturing methods are used to solve the flow behind the main shock. All our methods are coded based on message passing interface (MPI) is used for communication in the parallel computations.
Fig. 5. Schematic showing typical density contours and computational domains for simulation of
shock-turbulence interaction using shock-fitting algorithm [3] .
With the shock-fitting algorithm for the problem shown in Fig. 1 , there is no need to solve the supersonic flow upstream of the shock. Hence, computational domain for the shock-fitting method for shock and turbulence interaction consists of flow only downstream of the shock. The supersonic turbulent flow ahead of the shock can be computed in a separate simulation. A schematic of the shock-fitting implementation for the shock-turbulence interaction problem is shown in Fig. 5 . The inflow turbulence is generated using a separate direct numerical simulation as shown in Fig. 5(a) . We compute decaying isotropic turbulence in a periodic box to generate the realistic turbulent fluctuations that can be used as incoming turbulence for the shock-fitting algorithm. The computational domain for implementation of shock-fitting algorithm is shown in ) [35] . For higher turbulent intensities, it is advisable to carry out simulation of spatially decaying turbulence which is more expensive. From the temporal simulations inside a periodic box, we obtain values of flow variables at fixed grid points of the box while due to shock-movement grid points in shock-fitting computations are not stationary. Moreover, when the turbulent box is convected through the shock in the shock-fitting computations, the shock-points generally do not align with grid points of the turbulent box. Hence, values on the supersonic side of the shock are computed using interpolations. Since in our shock-fitting formulation the grids move in only one direction (X-direction in Fig. 5(b) ), one dimensional Fourier interpolation is sufficient for this purpose. As a boundary condition, shock-fitting formulation needs the values of the time derivatives of conservative variables ahead of the shock according to the isotropic field which using Taylor's hypothesis are taken as appropriate spatial derivatives. Together with one characteristic coming to the shock from the high pressure side, these values determine the time derivatives at the downstream side. Thus, they are calculated from the corresponding upstream values, using the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the transverse directions and non-reflecting characteristic boundary conditions are used at the subsonic exit of the computational domain.
Nonequilibrium models
Model of vibration and electron energy
To consider the high temperature effects, the model of vibration and electron energy used in Hash et al.'s paper [5] are implemented in the code. Vibration energy and electron energy are considered separately with different formula. Specific total enthalpy of species and specific heat in constant pressure of species are defined as,
where 0 s h is the generation enthalpy of species. The variables on the right hand side of equations (19) and (20) 
The related parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
Thermal properties
For the 5-species air, a more complex model of thermal properties is applied [36] . According to this model, thermal properties are calculated as follows, 
In above equation, 
To calculate viscosity and heat conductivity, from equation (21) to equation (24) , the collision terms are as follows, 
Species diffusion coefficients are defined as, 
Chemical source terms
Five reactions for the five species air,
Correspondingly, the source terms are as follows, 
Energy relaxation
In two temperature model, energy relaxation only happens between translation energy and vibration & electron energy, which can be expressed as θ is a defined characteristic temperature.
Test of shock-fitting method and nonequilibrium models
The two-temperature model of air has been implemented to the fifth-order shock-fitting method with recent models of thermochemical models. Since a number of test cases of shock and freestream disturbance/turbulence interaction have been evaluated by Rawat and Zhong [3] for the shock-fitting method under perfect gas assumption, we will focus our tests on thermochemical models. From the contours of pressure, temperatures, and NO density, it is found that shock standoff distances of the two sets of simulations have a good agreement. In addition, the flow fields near the wall have a good agreement. Near the shock, there is small discrepancy between the two sets of solution, mainly due to the different treatment of shock wave. Unlike the shock-fitting code, shock-capturing TVD scheme is applied in Laura code. Figure 7(c) shows that the vibration temperature of shock-fitting solution is significant different from that of Laura in the shock layer, which is mainly caused by the different models of vibration and electronic energy. Laura code used curved fitted vibration and electronic energy [37] , whereas we used separate models for vibration energy and electronic energy. Since the shock-fitting code is implemented for DNS of strong shock and turbulence interaction, the separate models of vibration and electronic energy is preferred, because it can apply to all range of temperature. Since we have detailed flow field information obtained from the Laura code, we can also compare the distributions of flow variables along the stagnation line or along the cylinder surface. For example, figure 8 compares flow variables along the stagnation line obtained from current shock-fitting code with those obtained from Laura code. These two figures also show that shock standoff distances of the two sets of simulations have a good agreement considering the different treatment of the bow shock. The distributions of temperatures and species densities along the stagnation line have a good agreement near the wall and have small discrepancy near the shock. Again, the discrepancy near the shock is due to the different treatment of shock wave. Overall, Figures 7 and 8 indicate that our shock-fitting nonequilibrium flow solver is reliable for the simulation of strong shock and turbulence interaction. 
Strong shock and turbulence interaction
After validating the themo-chemical models of the shock-fitting nonequilibrium solver, we apply the solver to simulate a shock and turbulence interaction problem with shock Mach number being 20. The original plan is to run this case for both perfect gas and real gas, and then compare the two results to inverstigate the real gas effects on shock and turbulence interaction. Due to the tremendous cost of computer resources that the nonequilibrium simulation requests, no numerical result is yet obtained for this problem with real gas effects. Numerical simulation of this problem for real gas is ongoing and more results will be obtained soon. In this section, we reported some results for the inflow simulation.
As domensrated in Fig. 5 , we first simulate decaying isotropic turbulence in a periodic box to generate the realistic turbulence. Using the Taylor hypothesis, the turbulence fluctuations generated in the periodic box ( Fig. 5(a) ) are then imposed to the shock as incoming turbulence for the shock-fitting solver. In the computation domain shown in Fig.  5(b) , periodic boundary conditions are used in the transverse directions and nonreflecting characteristic boundary conditions are used at the subsonic exit of the computation domain. The procedure to generate inflow turbulence is the same as that of Erlebacher [38] . The main steps of this method are as follows, 1. As initial conditions for the inflow computations, a field of random fluctations is generated, including velocity, density, and temperature variables. 
3. Impose a prescribed spectra to the solenoidal velocity fluctuations, 
4. The flow variables are transformed to the physical space and scaled to have desired root mean square fluctuations. 5. A temporal decaying isotropic turbulence is computed in a periodic box using the fluctuations as initial conditions. According to literature [12, 39] , the turbulence is considered realistic when the skewness of streamwise velocity derivative reaches a steady value between -0.4 and -0.6. The skewness of velocity derivative is defined as
In current simulation, the parameters of inflow simulations are set as follows, After reaching to the steady state, the turbulence fluctuations at any time can be used as freestream turbulence for the shockfitting simulations. Figure 12 shows that the Reynolds number based on Taylor lengthscale keeps decaying. 
Summary and Future Plan
In current paper, a high-order shock-fitting non-equilibrium flow solver is developed based on 5-species air chemistry and recent thermal property models. It is being applied to DNS of strong shock and turbulence interactions. The main shock is treated by the shockfitting method as a sharp boundary of the computational domain. The rest of weak or secondary shocks induced by interactions of the main shock and freestream disturbance are captured by shock-capturing methods. The code is implemented based on a two-temperature model. It is assumed that translational and rotational energy modes are in equilibrium at the translational temperature whereas vibration energy, electronic energy, and free electron energy are in equilibrium at the vibration temperature. The code has been tested on a case of non-equilibrium reacting flow over a cylinder. Although no numerical result is yet obtained for strong shock and turbulence problem at high shock Mach number with real gas effects, due to the tremendous cost of computer resources, this paper shows that our shock-fitting code is capable of solving strong shock and turbulence interaction problems with high-order accuracy. 
